12oz

210 542

$39.95 $35.95

Good quality steel square-head claw hammer
for shoeing. Steel-reinforced hardwood handle.
Length 33cm o.a. 12oz head. 400gm total weight.

Hoof Nail Clinch Cutter Economy
203 601

$19.95

Economy version nail cutter, carbon steel. Cutter
has bevel one side only for a ‘flush cut’ jaw. Length
15cm o.a. Weight 325gm.

HOOFCARE

Farrier Hammer Driving Nordic

Hoof Nail Clinch Cutter Nordic

Top quality forged-steel farrier driving hammers
from Nordic Forge, USA. Designed by professionals
and featuring a quality 13 inch (32cm) Arkansas
hickory handle. A life-time tool. 10oz head. 330gm
total weight.

High-quality forged tool-steel clinch cutter from
Nordic Forge, USA. Cutter has bevel both sides for
‘V’ jaw. Length 17cm o.a. Weight 325gm.

10oz

SHOOF IN

HOOF TRIMMER....

PRICE REDUCED
Farrier Hammer Driving Economy

202 829

$89.95
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203 602

$55.95

Single Action Standard
217 632

$109.00

A well-priced standard-quality hoof trimmer for the
non-professional farrier. Flush-cut type jaw (see
diagrams below). Length 31cm. Weight 725gm.

Single Action Hammer Head
217 631

$109.00

Head design features a flat hammering surface.
Pointed handles are useful for cleaning hoof and
for stone removal. Flush-cut type jaws. Length
30cm. Weight 730gm.

Hoof Nail Plier/Pincer Economy
Farrier Hammer Rounding Nordic
2lb

202 830

$99.95

Top quality forged tool-steel farrier rounding
hammer from Nordic Forge, USA. This is a perfectly
balanced professional hammer with one face
crowned, and one face flat with bevelled edges,
to reduce the possibility of chipping. 15½ inch
Arkansas hickory handle. A life-time tool. Weight
2lb (900gm).

203 606

Single Action Nordic

Hoof Pick
Hoof Nail Clinch Economy
203 603

$44.95

For the farrier, or equestrian doing his own shoeing.
Carbon steel. Length 32cm o.a.

$45.95

For cutting and removal of hoof nails. Top jaw
passes inside the bottom jaw. Length 29cm o.a.
Weight 700gm.

nickel plated (red)
stainless st. (blue)

203 608 $5.95
203 609 $6.95

Just the right thing for removing stones from
the hoof. Don’t blunt your hoof knife or waste a
screwdriver. Length 14cm o.a.

V-cut
anvil
flush-cut

203 652
203 650
203 651

$119.00
$119.00
$125.00

Top quality forged-steel single action hoof trimmers
from Nordic Forge USA. Three jaw types to suit
particular needs and trimming styles (see diagrams
below). Cushion grip handles. Use for equine or
cattle hoof work. Do not use for cutting wires or
nails. Length 36cm. Weight 830gm.

Hoof Pick and Brush Combination
Hoof Nail Clinch Nordic
203 604

$149.00

Top quality forged-steel from Nordic Forge, USA.
Professionally designed for use on high and low
nails. Curved jaws for rolling-over of nails. Cushiongrip handles. Length 34cm o.a.

203 607

$10.95

A variation on the common hoof pick is this handy
version with substantial plastic moulded hand grip,
and integral stiff bristle brush. Two tools in one. Ideal
for removing objects from the hoof and cleaning
off without having to reach for another tool. Great
value.
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Edge Farrier
12” (30cm)
15” (38cm)

203 605

$109.00

Knife Farrier 5-blade
10cm

211 747

214 472
214 473

$165.00
$165.00

This ‘Edge’ trimmer is finest quality stainless steel,
ideal for the professional farrier, or for the horse
owner wanting a quality tool. Edge is made by
Mustad, Sweden. Dimension is length o.a.

Hoof Nail Cutter Quality Nordic
Top quality tool from Nordic Forge, USA. This
is a lightweight nipper designed to pull or cut
nails. Heat treated jaws (see detail), cushion grip
handles. Length 25cm o.a. Weight 440gm.
Note: Although this tool is designed as a nail cutter,
it should not be used on hardened nails or wire.

Flush-cut

Anvil

V-cut

$29.95

Great knife for the horseman to carry. Blades
for cutting, hoofcare, mane care, bottle and can
opening. Stainless steel with wood grip. Length
10cm o.a. Handy pocket size.

PRICE REDUCED
Single Action Diamond
208 855

$259.00 $199.00

Top quality forged-steel single action hoof trimmer
from Diamond Products Inc, USA. Flush-cut jaw.
Length 36cm o.a.

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
www.shoof.com.au

